My digital library will consist of my report cards since nursery school. I am hoping to get contributions from people, hopefully from other locations, to display the differences between how people are graded, including teacher comments, if any. In addition to the images of report cards, there will be information about the contributors lending to the differences between collections.

To begin with, my digital library will contain one collection. Then, as people contribute, more collections will be added, meaning each person’s contribution will be its own collection.

Each collection will include 4 item types:
1. Documents
2. Still Images
3. Event
4. Person

The metadata for each type will include:
1. Documents
   - intro to the collection
2. Still Image
   - original format information, including size.
   - resolution of the scanned item
   - digital information from photos taken
3. Event
   - school year
   - school location
4. Person
   - birth date and/ death date if applicable
   - birth place
   - short bio of contributor

Dublin Core elements I think will be used so far are:
1. Description = an intro for the collection
2. Title = maybe for school name or collection title
3. Creator = contributor name
4. Subject = for report card or letter form teacher
5. Type = for the image or text
6. Format = image metadata
7. Language = of the collection

The plug-in I plan to use for Omeka is contribution.

Tags can be used to describe locations, bad grades, good grades, and occupation.

Any suggestions or comments are welcome via email: victoria.pilato@gmail.com